ELSCAN
Web monitoring system

Fully digital monitoring of the print quality on
moving webs
ELSCAN – the modular concept
continues to grow
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ELSCAN OMS 4
Digital print image monitoring for label and packaging printing

Erhardt+Leimer, for decades one of the
world's leading manufacturers of web
guiding equipment, has logically further
developed print image monitoring and print
image inspection with its clever ideas and
applied its experience to the development
and manufacture of sensors and cameras.

The ELSCAN product family stands for
continuous monitoring of print quality.
Numerous innovative features and an intuitive, clear user interface make it possible
for you to always keep an eye on your job.
ELSCAN OMS 4 offers a suitable solution for
a range of different tasks. Thanks to different camera types, the option of a double
camera system and the modular software
concept, ELSCAN can be adapted to your
needs.

ELSCAN OMS 4 processes images entirely digitally and displays them in the repeat on the monitor
almost in real-time. Due to the innovative form of
operation using the mouse, you can quickly focus
on the required position on the repeat.
ELSCAN OMS 4 offers you a unique opportunity
in terms of price and performance for continuously monitoring the quality of your printing.
The diffuse flash and two fixed focus cameras
with different focal lengths form the heart of this
innovative development. Since its market launch,
OMS 4 has been extensively further developed
and is today extremely well suited to many applications due to its modular concept.

ELSCAN OMS 4 is developed and manufactured at Erhardt+Leimer. As a result the
customer is guaranteed high quality and
the availability of spare parts.
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ELSCAN | Outstanding features

Outstanding features
Discover the advantages of ELSCAN OMS 4
Two cameras, purely digital zoom
ELSCAN OMS 4 uses two cameras with fixed
focal lengths. The section of the image from the
telephoto camera is in the center of the wide
angle camera. During digital zooming the system
switches imperceptibly between the two cameras
such that your printed image can be displayed
using a multiple of the print resolution. Due to
this unique concept, high-resolution images of
a widely varying repeat sections can be realized
very quickly.

Quick, simple navigation
By means of delay-free digital zooming using
the mouse wheel, it is possible to display any
section of the repeat and to obtain an overview
of the entire repeat just as quickly. Also a simple click on the required point on the repeat is
sufficient to move the camera to this position so
that the print quality can be checked as quickly
as possible. Interesting areas on the repeat can
therefore be checked quickly and you can react
to quality problems without delay.

High-resolution
Resolutions of 13 µm are achieved using the
telephoto lens. In this way it is possible to check
high quality print products down to the smallest
detail. Alternatively, an even finer resolution
of 10 µm is possible with a shortened camera
housing and a smaller section of the image.

Resolution of a round dot at 125 L/cm resolution (315 dpi, 80 µm diameter) with a camera field of view of 120 x 90 mm (left)
and 90 x 68 mm (right)
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Convenience and accuracy
Due to the fast, convenient operation using the
mouse, it is possible to move to any position
with the highest accuracy. With the aid of the
right mouse button you can drag a zoom window
as required and the related section of the repeat
is immediately displayed zoomed. The semitransparent menus, e.g. for job and camera
settings or the image position memory (optional),
can be moved as required. As a consequence
you can still keep an eye on the printed image
while making these settings.

Powerful standard functions
Along with various scan modes for the rapid
acquisition of the repeat and the measuring lines
for the determination of distances on the printed
motif to within one tenth of a millimeter, the
basic functions of ELSCAN OMS 4 also include
image stabilization for slip compensation in the
direction of web travel as well as master image
comparison using a freely definable reference
area.

Precise, fast synchronization
ELSCAN OMS 4 synchronizes excellently with
your printing press and triggers the camera at
the right moment. Encoders, gearwheel sensors, proximity switches and print mark sensors
are used along with existing printing press
signals for this purpose, depending on the application. With the aid of the Combined Sync it
is even possible to filter out positions within the
print as zero pulses.

Optional, modular license functions
On request your ELSCAN OMS 4 can be equipped with additional functions at any time.
Along with Position Gallery for the continuous,
automatic monitoring of up to 21 positions on
your repeat that can be saved, there is DeltaE
Color Comparison for up to 6 colors within
one repeat position, as well as Register PreAdjustment, a simple, quick and dependable tool
for the correction of the register marks on flexo
printing presses.
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ELSCAN | Numerous variants

Numerous variants
OMS 4 offers the solution for a large number of tasks
Short or long housing
ELSCAN OMS 4 uses a diffuse xenon flashlight
for illumination; in this way both matt and also
slightly reflecting materials and in particular
ennobling colors such as gold or silver surfaces
are depicted very authentically. The standard variant offers two possible fields of view. The long
housing has a field of view of 120 x 90 mm with
the wide-angle lens as well 32 x 24 mm with the
telephoto lens . A short housing offers a higher
local resolution with a smaller field of view of 90
x 68 mm and 24 x 18 mm respectively.

Twin-flash model
For particularly strongly reflecting films and other
strongly reflecting materials, ELSCAN OMS 4
provides the twin-flash camera. To avoid reflections in the image, the two xenon flashlights are
arranged at an angle in relation to the material
web.

Rear flash
To check the front-rear register with pixel level
accuracy on transparent materials, the rear flash
is the optimal addition to your ELSCAN OMS 4
system. The light from the flash mounted at the
rear shines through the material web into the camera mounted at the front. In this way contours
on the rear become visible and provide an optimal reference for the adjustment of the register.
The brightness is sufficient to check the register
on semitransparent materials (such as paper,
cardboard, film) up to a thickness of 240 g/m².
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Manual or motorized crossbeam
ELSCAN OMS 4 is positioned transverse to the
machine direction using a crossbeam. A position
change is made either manually or using a motor
depending on the version required. The manual
crossbeam is suitable for monitoring a specific
area on the report in the direction of web travel,
normally print marks such as register marks and
color measuring fields, or only a specific image
position within the repeat. With the motorized
variant it is possible to move to any position on
the repeat. In this way the print quality can be
checked at a large number of positions in a short
time. A click at any point on the repeat is sufficient to re-position the camera.

Double camera system
Using ELSCAN OMS 4 you can add a second
camera at any time using plug-and-play. The
cameras can be arranged offset at the front and
rear of the web. Of course, it is also possible to
mount both cameras on one side of the web,
for example to monitor two sequential process
steps.
Both cameras can be operated independently of
each other. The camera image from one camera
is displayed in the full screen mode with a miniature view of the other camera. In the split screen
mode, half of each camera image is displayed.
Optionally the cameras can be displayed on a
monitor each.
In the lead/follow mode, the second camera follows the first camera. In this way it is possible to
assess the front-rear register with the aid of grid
lines in the split screen mode.

Display of one camera image per monitor

Display of two camera images on one monitor (full screen + miniature). Switch to the

Display of both camera images on one monitor using split screen.

miniature by clicking with the mouse

Register monitoring using the split screen view (red = Y direction, green = X direction)
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ELSCAN | Comprehensive standard functions

Comprehensive standard functions
ELSCAN OMS 4 offers several options for scanning the repeat. Each scanning process can be activated and stopped again at any time by
simply pressing a button. The camera increment is adjusted to the field of view you have selected with the zoom (adaptive scan). Alternatively, the number of panels across and along the web can be set, the camera then moves systematically to each panel.

Repeat overview + Autoscan 100 %
The repeat overview is opened by pressing a button. The entire repeat is displayed and a 100 %
scan started at the same time. In the Autoscan 100
% mode your complete repeat is represented on
the virtual repeat in the software, frame by frame.
You can then simply move to an area of interest
on the repeat using the mouse. The actual position
is maintained by the camera and displayed continuously.

Autoscan Y + X
In the Autoscan Y mode, the repeat is scanned,
in the direction of web travel, at any position
transverse to the direction of web travel. In the
Autoscan X mode the entire width of the repeat
is scanned at any position along the length of
the repeat.
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Image stabilization
During printing, fluctuations may occur in the
image due to web tension changes. Using the
image stabilization, an error or up to ± 20 mm
in the direction of web travel is compensated
such that, e.g., the register marks can always
be monitored in the detail on the monitor.

Measuring lines
With the aid of two measuring lines, which
can be positioned as required in the vertical
direction and the horizontal direction using the
mouse, it is possible to conveniently determine
distances on the repeat down to one tenth of a
millimeter.
The feature is suitable for, among other tasks,
checking the punching positions on your printed
image and measuring panels, or for checking
the web tension on flexible materials.

Master image comparison
You define a rectangular reference area of any
size on the current repeat. This area is saved as
the master image and can then be positioned as
required by drag & drop on the user interface.
In this way it is possible to detect the smallest
changes in relation to the reference at all four
edges using picture-in-picture. The related
image position is saved and automatically adopted the next time the function is used.
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ELSCAN | Upgrade licenses / Technical data

Upgrade licenses
At any time you can upgrade your existing ELSCAN OMS 4 system with the following software options:
Position Gallery
Using Position Gallery up to 21 positions can
be saved with individual zoom and brightness
settings and then used in a continuous loop as
a program. In the case of a double camera system, during this process it is possible to change
between the cameras as required from position
to position. For each position it is also possible
to vary individually between lead/follow and single camera mode. In this way it is possible, e.g.,
to define a position for checking the register on
the front and rear using a rear flash. For repeat
jobs the programs are saved in a library and can
be opened and edited at any time. Of course, it
is also possible to move to positions once saved
with a click of the mouse. Within each position it
is also possible to define individual color measuring fields (only with the optional license for Color
Comparison).

Color comparison
Ensuring colors remain constant within a job is
vital for the quality. Even minimal variations can
result in complaints from the customer. Due to
the consistent image quality it is possible to undertake a color comparison using ELSCAN OMS
4. Within a control field up to six colors are segmented and then checked. The color comparison
is therefore excellently suited to color measurement strips. In combination with Position Gallery
it is also possible to save a color measuring
zone for each repeat position. At the same time
the image stabilizer ensures that the measuring
fields analyze the correct area of color even if
the web slips. The last 50 measured values per
color can be viewed in the statistics.
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Register Pre-Adjustment
Register Pre-Adjustment makes possible quick
adjustment of the color register to an accuracy of
better than 50 µm.
Due to the digital zoom there is no inaccuracy
due to the optics and distances are directly determined correctly.
It is possible to use even the smallest register
marks. The positions of the marks are selected
using the mouse and their distances to a selected
reference point transverse to the web and in the
longitudinal direction of the web measured. The
adjustment data are sent to the printing press
with a click of the mouse. Up to 12 printing
units are supported. Once configured, printing
unit configurations can be saved in an archive.
Ethernet as well digital I/O are available as the
interfaces.

Technical data
Camera
Sensor chip
Resolution
Field of view

Zoom
Web speed
Ambient temperature
Protection class

2 x CMOS, color
2596 x 1944 (5 megapixels)
120 x 90 mm (standard + twin-flash),
90 x 67.5 mm (high resolution)
550 dpi + 2060 dpi (standard + twin-flash)
732 dpi + 2747 dpi (high resolution)
Digital (zoom to 4 x 3 mm field of view)
Max. 1000 m/min
+5 °C to +45 °C
IP 42 (40)

PC
PC power supply
Nominal frequency
Protection class
Connections

100 - 240 V AC/ 400 W (±10 %)
50 - 60 Hz
IP 32 (30)
PS/2, USB, DVI, Display Port

crossbeam
Power supply
Actuating speed

Internal
0.35 m/s

Monitor
Power supply
Connections
Resolution
Refresh rate

100 - 240 V AC/120 W (±10 %)
DVI
1280 x 1024 (19"), 1920 x 1080 (24")
75 Hz (vertical) 80 Hz (horizontal)

Image resolution
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Inquiry form
Company data
Inquirer/company, sector							Contact person
Zip code			
Telephone		

City					
		

Country

Fax				

E-mail

Printing press/type:
Type of web:

Paper

Cardboard

max web speed		
Max. web width (AB):

Select the camera

Camera 1

m/min
mm

Film

Transparent film

max. ambient temperature

Frame clearance (Gi):

Other:
C°

mm

Standard resolution (120 x 90 mm)

Standard resolution (120 x 90 mm)

High resolution (90 x 67.5 mm)

High resolution (90 x 67.5 mm)

Twin-flash (120 x 90 mm)

Twin-flash (120 x 90 mm)

Manual

Manual

Motorized

Motorized

One-sided (cantilever)

One-sided (cantilever)

Camera 2

Double-sided (Gi > 700 mm)

Double-sided (Gi > 700 mm)

Cable length
Select the camera cable length

		

3m

m (up to 45 m)

5m

Cable length

3m

		

5m

m (up to 45 m)

1.8 m
Select the form of operation

4.8 m

1.8 m

			

Mouse (supplied)

			

Trackball mouse

			

Installation kit

			

In housing

4.8 m
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Camera 1

Camera 2

Select the display

19" (4:3, 1280 x 1024)

19" (4:3, 1280 x 1024)

24" (16:9, 1920 x 1080)

24" (16:9, 1920 x 1080)
Shows monitor 1 (same view)
Shows camera 2 (expanded view)

Cable length
		

m (up to 40 m)

Cable length
		

m (up to 40 m)

Select the synchronization
Encoder with coupling (A,B,Z) incl. attachments

Cable extension + adapter

Wheel encoder (A,B) incl. attachments

5m
10 m

10 m

20 m

15 m

Only encoder

Gearwheel sensor (A,B)
Attachments
5m
Cable extension + adapter
5m

10 m
15 m

10 m

Print mark sensor (Z)

20 m

Attachments
5m
10 m

Select the software licenses

15 m
Proximity switch (Z)
Attachments

Position gallery (PG)
Color Comparison (dE)
Register Pre-Adjustment (RPA)

5m
10 m
15 m
Available via printing press (A,B,Z)
5m
10 m

npn

pnp

RS 422

Specified:
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ELSCAN || Maßblätter
ELSCAN
Dimensions

Manual, standard
Manual,resolution
Standard Camera

Mounted on both sides, vertical direction of web travel on the

Vertical
webdirection
in the
Mounted on oneCantilever,
side, vertical
direction
of web travel
onmonitor
the monitor

Mounted on both sides, Vertical
webdirection in the monitor
monitor
Gi =

B

(min. 300 - max. 2500)

197

Gi2 >= 65

Gi2>= 51
8

Gi1>= 65

166,5

>Gi1>= 65

16

300/ 350/ 400/ 450/ 500 mm

ABmax=Gi - 130=

376,5

193
17

ABmax=Gi - 116=

161

Gi =

A

5

±1

199,5

9

130

130

130

Horizontal webdirection in the monitor

LR

130

RL

Horizontal
webdirection
in theon
monitor
Horizontal
direction
of web travel
the monitor

Horizontal direction of web travel on the monitor
Gi2>= 38

GI2 >= 55

Gi1>= 55

Gi1 >= 55

ABmax=Gi - 93=

ABmax=Gi - 110=
C

D

Motorized,Motorized,
standard resolution
Standard Camera

Mounted on both sides, vertical direction of web travel on the

Mounted on one side,
verticalVertical
direction
of web travel
on the
monitor
Cantilever,
webdirection
in the
monitor

monitorwebdirection in the monitor A
Mounted on both sides, Vertical

B

110

110

110

110

Gi + 18

(min.300 - max.700)
Gi2 >= 61
Gi1 >= 69
ABmax=Gi - 130=

(min. 300 - max. 2500)
Gi2 >= 69
Gi1>= 69

197
166,5

ABmax=Gi - 138=

8

378

161

194,5
17

8

Gi=

17,5

Gi=

4

5

±1

199,5

9

130

130

Horizontal webdirection in the monitor

Horizontal direction of web travel on the monitor

130

LR

130

Horizontal
webdirection
the monitor
Horizontal
direction
of webintravel
on the monitor
Gi2 >= 61

Gi2 >= 61

Gi1 >= 61

Gi1 >= 61
ABmax=Gi - 122=

ABmax=Gi - 122=

C

110

RL

110

110
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D

Motorized, high resolution
Motorized,
High
Resolution
Camera
(Compact
Crossbeam)
Mounted
on one
side,
vertical direction
of web
travel on
Mounted on both sides, vertical direction of web travel on
Mounted on both sides, vertical
webdirection in the monitor
the monitor

Cantilever, verticalthe
webdirection
monitor in the monitor

Gi=

(min.300 - max.700)

Gi=

A

B

(min.300 - max.1000)

Gi2 >= 61

Gi2 >= 69

189,3

22

Gi1 >= 69

Gi1 >= 69

105,3

ABmax=Gi - 138=

8

26

ABmax=Gi - 130=

9

5

±1

157,5

17

331

115,5

91

130

130

130

Horizontaldirection
webdirection
in the
monitor
Horizontal
of web
travel
on the monitor

130

LR

RL

Horizontal
webdirection
in the on
monitor
Horizontal
direction
of web travel
the monitor
Gi2>= 61

Gi2 >= 61

D

ABmax=Gi - 122=

ABmax=Gi - 122=

110

C

Gi1>= 61

Gi1 >= 61

110

110

110

Twin flashtwin-flash
Camera camera
Motorized,
Vertical webdirection in the monitor
Mounted on both sides, vertical direction of web travel on the monitor
cable exit
Gi=
(min. 300 - max. 2500)
B
Gi2>= 74

A

B

Gi1>= 74

161

5

±1

166,5

378

211,5

9

17

194,5

166,5

17,5

197

ABmax=Gi - 148=

8

140

140

LR

RL
310

Further dimension sheets available on request
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Head Office
Erhardt+Leimer GmbH
Albert-Leimer-Platz 1 · 86391 Stadtbergen, Germany
Tel.: +49(0)8 21/24 35-0
info@erhardt-leimer.com · www.erhardt-leimer.com

Subsidiaries
E+L Elektroanlagen Augsburg, Germany · E+L Automatisierungstechnik Augsburg, Germany
E+L Corrugated Bielefeld, Germany · E+L Bradford, England · E+L Mulhouse, France
E+L Stezzano, Italy · E+L Bucharest, Rumania · E+L Burlington, Canada · E+L Duncan, S.C., USA
E+L Mexico D.F., Mexico · E+L Guarulhos-São Paulo, Brazil · E+L Ahmedabad, India
E+L Hangzhou, China · E+L Tao Yuan, Taiwan · E+L Tokyo/Ishikawa, Japan
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